January to June

UNTIL
JAN 13
2019

Guudji yiigu, yii Biripi barray, yii Gathang-guba barray
Greetings, this is Biripi country, this country belongs to Gathang

The Art of Ageing

These are the words of the Biripi people from the Gathang speaking nation, the language
spoken throughout the Mid North Coast by the Worimi, Biripi and Gurrigay people.
The Manning Regional Art Gallery acknowledges the custodians of the land we live, work and
gather on, the Biripi People, and we pay our respects to Elders past, present and future.
Manning Regional Art Gallery can be found in the heart of the Mid North Coast at Taree,
3.5 hours north of Sydney.

Our community is changing. We are getting older and living longer. By
2031, one in three people in NSW will be aged 50 or over.

FREE ENTRY
Open
Wed to Sat: 10am - 4pm
Sun: 1pm - 4pm
Closed Mon, Tues & public holidays
12 Macquarie Street,
Taree 2430
m PO Box 482, Taree 2430
t 02 6592 5455
e art.gallery@midcoast.nsw.gov.au
w manningregionalartgallery.com.au
Gallery Director: Rachel Piercy
Asst Gallery Director: Jane Hosking
Public Programs and Education Engagement Officer: Ali Haigh
Manning Regional Art Gallery is a cultural service of MidCoast Council and the Annual Program is supported
by the NSW Government through Create NSW.

However, from war veterans to proud L-platers, sports enthusiasts, artists
and refugees, older people are anything but clichéd. In depicting the
diversity of older people in NSW, the Art of Ageing challenges out-dated
perceptions of ageing, and celebrates the contribution older people make to
our communities. It reminds us that older people are not all the same. Our
experiences of ageing are unique.
The 2018 Art of Ageing exhibition is a photographic display featuring older
people in regional NSW. The exhibition comprises thirty images taken by five
talented photographers from regional NSW.
The Art of Ageing is an initiative under the NSW Ageing Strategy 2016-2020. It
was curated by Art Pharmacy Consulting, and funded by the NSW Government
Department of Family and Community Services.

Opening date
Saturday,
December 1, 2018
2pm
Image Credit:
Julie Slavin
Betty Smith

UNTIL
JAN 13

UNTIL
APR 28

2019

2019

A Bug’s Life
Cate Barham + Jan Clark + Dan Cox + Ebony Hyde
+ Kevin Mitchell + Wayne Moss

Opening date
Saturday,
December 1, 2018
2pm
Image Credit:
Kevin Mitchell
Yellowbelly cicada
Psaltoda harrisii

Love them or hate them, we couldn’t do without the insects that populate
our world.
“A Bug’s Life” is a fascinating look at insects through the eyes of
photographers and artists, featuring high resolution photos, scientific
illustrations and sculpture. Each artist has drawn on a variety of inspirations
from medieval illuminated manuscripts and scrap metal parts to children’s
books and insect life cycles.

Image Credits:

The Collection Gallery Space
30 Nov 2018 – 13 Jan 2019 / Julie Slavin – Local Experiences of Ageing
Our own Julie Slavin was selected as one of the photographers to exhibit in
the NSW Art of Ageing exhibition in 2018. This is a selection of Julie’s photos
of our local legends, and their unique experiences of ageing.
17 Jan – 24 Mar 2019 / Highlights from the Collection
January/February/March
28 March - 28 April 2019 / Robbie Crane
Robbie works to bring more colour and mystery into the world through his
paintings. His work illustrates his curiosity and views on society, spirituality,
psychology, nature, altered states and self-analysis.

TOP
Julie Slavin
Jumbo and his cars
MIDDLE
Reg Mombassa
Hosing a Fire Demon III
Coloured pencil on paper
2009
BOTTOM
Robbie Crane
The Christian Enigma
Oil on canvas 2016

JAN 17
TO
MAR 3
2019

JADA

Opening date
Friday,
18 January, 2019
6pm
$10 entry/$7 friends
Image Credit:
Betty Greenhatch
Chipped China
2018 pencil and gold
pigment on
Arches paper

The Jacaranda Acquisitive Drawing Award (JADA) promotes excellence in
contemporary Australian drawing.
JADA showcases the central importance of drawing as a practice in its own
right and creates a platform for experimentation and innovation. Since 1998
the JADA exhibition has toured throughout the eastern seaboard of Australia,
travelling to several regional and metropolitan galleries during the two years
between awards. JADA is Grafton Regional Gallery’s flagship biennial art prize
graciously sponsored by the Friends of Grafton Gallery.

The 2018 JADA attracted 498 entries from 371 artists across Australia, with the
selection process being difficult given the calibre and number of entries received,
ultimately 55 works were chosen. This year’s winner of the $30,000 major prize
Todd Fuller, with the work Ode to Clarence (animation) 2017/18 judged by Anne Ryan
Curator of Australian Prints, Drawings & Watercolours at the Art Gallery of New
South Wales.

A Grafton Regional Gallery Touring Exhibition
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Peter Schouten
Into the Wild

Opening date
Saturday,
March 9, 2019
2pm
Image Credit:
Peter Schouten
Carribean Monk Seal

This exhibition explores works from three of Peter’s publications “A Gap
in Nature”, “Astonishing Animals” and the most recent release “End of the
Megafauna”, and includes some of the extraordinary large scale paintings
depicting life-sized creatures.
Peter Schouten is a Wildlife artist, author, natural history illustrator and
paleontological illustrator who has been living and working in Bobin, Manning
Valley for 16 years.
Peter has an international reputation for his specialised area as a
Paleontological Reconstructionist, which is the rebuilding of a fossil
species. Now on his 14th book, Peter has published some of Australia’s most
outstanding wildlife publications. His work features in books such as Gliding
Mammals of the World, Prehistoric Animals of Australia, A Gap in Nature,
Astonishing Animals, Possums of the World, Tree Kangaroos A Curious
Natural History, Feathered Dinosaurs: the Origin of Birds and strangely
enough the Encyclopedia of Asian Food. He has co-written books with Dr Tim
Flannery and Stephen Jackson as well as producing the book Megafauna
which was a collaboration with Dr. Ross MacPhee.
Peter’s works are featured in the collections of the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, the Natural History Museum in New York, the Naturalis Museum
in Holland and in David Attenborough’s private collection.

Jenni Catt + Angela Tay
Paradise of Waters, Movements and Impermanence
Two artists have created complementary bodies of work exploring
saltwater and freshwater spaces in the landscape and the intriguing
relationship humans have with these environments.
There are two themes explored in Jennifer Catt’s paintings. One is what
Professor George Seddon referred to as “the dissonance between expressed
perception of the environment in Australia and environmental behaviour”.
Australians “love” the bush, and commonly call it fragile yet our desire to be
in it and unravel its mysteries will destroy it. The second is the perennial
pursuit of many artists – capturing the light. It is the light that creates the
reflections, the shimmering surfaces of lagoons, farm dams, ponds and seas.
It is the light that creates for her the mystical aspect of the landscape.
Angela Tay’s work about the intertidal communities is a metaphor for a wider
world issue of population movements and displacement that I think is worth
reflecting upon.
“Body movements/gesturing are integral to my work processes. These body
movements are linked to my formal training in both traditional Chinese brush
works and Taiji exercise where energy is expressed from the sole of my
feet through my body and limbs. I explore these strategies through the lens
of video art and installation performance with improvised choreography/
Chinese calligraphy to structure my compositions. My particular interest is
lines and movements that are ephemeral or traceable, and how this relate to
my art practice.”

Opening date
Saturday,
March 9, 2019
2pm
Image Credit:
Jenni Catt
Saltwater Lagoon 1

APR 24
TO

JUN 2
2019

Object Therapy
ADC On Tour: An Australian Design Centre
national touring exhibition

Opening date

Friday,
April 26, 2019
6pm
$10 entry/$7 friends
Image Credits (L to R):
Rachel’s Bagpipes.
Repaired by
Dylan Martorell.
Angela’s Fish Bowl.
Repaired by
Naomi Taplin.
Barry’s TV Cabinet.
Repaired by
Scott Mitchel
Rohan’s Six Million
Dollar Man.
Repaired by
Benja Harney
Photos: Lee Grant

Why do we hold onto objects? How do objects and memories connect?
What happens when a treasured object breaks and how can we repair it?
30 broken objects have undergone therapy – treated and ‘creatively’ repaired
by a designer or artist. Object Therapy encourages us to re-think our
consumption patterns and re-evaluate the broken objects that surround us.
It explores the role of repair in our society and its possibilities.
In 2016 members of the public were invited to submit broken or damaged
objects for possible repair. From 70 submissions, 30 objects were selected
including furniture, ceramics, household appliances, textiles, sentimental
objects and, unexpectedly, one human. At the drop-off, object owners were
interviewed so as to better understand their relationship with the object and
their perceptions of waste and repair.
The broken objects were then handed over to a designer or artist for creative
repair. The Object Therapy repairers are diverse in discipline and come from
all around the world, including São Paulo, Amsterdam, Japan and Australia.
Object Therapy is a practical study of repair and its possibilities – building a
new body of knowledge around repair, the design process, objects and their
meaning.
Often repaired objects are perceived as being of less value. Object Therapy
seeks to challenge this preconception, celebrating repair as a creative
process that can add value.

Image copyright: Hotel Hotel

Object Therapy is a project by Hotel Hotel as part of their Fix and Make
program, developed in collaboration with UNSW Art & Design and Australian
National University School of Art & Design.
Object Therapy is supported by the ADC On Tour program funded by the
Australia Council for the Arts and is assisted by the Australian Government’s
Visions of Australia program. The Visions of Australia regional exhibition
touring program supports audience access to Australian arts and cultural
material, with a particular focus on tours to regional and remote Australia.
Australian Design Centre is supported by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an
initiative of the Australian, State and Territory Governments. Australian Design
Centre is assisted by the New South Wales Government through Create NSW,
and the Australian government through the Australia Council, its arts funding
and advisory body.

ADC On Tour: An Australian Design Centre national touring exhibition

A project by:

Government partners:

Presented by:

Supported by:

Developed in collaboration with:

Touring partner:
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Billy James Crellin
YANK, SQUEEZE, BOW

Opening date
Friday,
April 26, 2019
6pm
$10 entry/$7 friends
Image Credit:
Yank, Squeeze, Bow
2018
Billy James Crellin
image courtesy
of the artist.

Presenting a selection of work from his past two years practising at South
Australia’s contemporary craft and design institution, The JamFactory,
Billy Crellin will show new experimental sculptures and functional wares
boasting colour, form and material mimicry.
Using the bubble as a starting point, he has played on this balloon-likeness to
depict mash ups materialised in glass. His developed mixed media approach
makes use of enamels, effect paints, poscas, decals and neon light. An
idea central to these recent works is his observations on contemporary
commodity culture and, most noteworthy, the powerful presence of The
Copy. As a practising artist and designer, he feels the potential this offers for
remixing culture.

Creative Learning @ the Gallery
TOTs Tours
Exciting and fun art engagement for under 5’s with their parents or carers.
Under 5’s will explore the current exhibition through song, dance and art
making.
First Friday of the month | 11.15am to 12pm | FREE

Art Central
Relaxed art workshops in the Gallery’s fantastic art studio where children can
let their imaginations run wild, have some fun and explore the arts. Children
(6 -12 year olds) engage with a wide range of materials and techniques with
our experienced educators.
First Saturday of the month - art activity and art appreciation.
10.30am to 12pm | $15 Bookings essential

Life Drawing Studio
Bring your own materials and easel, relaxed atmosphere, untutored group,
newcomers welcome.
2nd Sunday of the month.

Yoga @ the Gallery
Yoga is an art, and, as art belongs in a gallery, so does yoga!
Eve Grzybowski conducts weekly sessions in the Gallery space,
a beautiful and tranquil environment.
Classes run from 5:15 - 6:30 pm (during the school term)
Cost: $18 per session or $150 (10 week term)
No need to book. Just bring yourself and a yoga mat.

JUN 6
TO

JUL 21
2019

Jason Wing
What binds us…
What binds us…is a new exhibition by Sydney-based Jason Wing, who
strongly identifies with his Chinese and Aboriginal Biripi heritage.

Opening date
Friday,
June 7, 2019
6pm
FREE
Image Credit:
A still image
from Jason Wing’s
new video artwork,
Brute Force >>
Merge Sort
Photo by Alex Wisser

Wing began as a street artist and has since expanded his practice to
incorporate photomedia, installation and painting. Influenced by his
bi-cultural upbringing, Wing explores the ongoing challenges that impact
his wider community. Calling into question our understanding of history
and of our current socio-political reality, Wing repurposes everyday objects
and imagery, creating works that are both visually confronting
and deceptively simple.
Wing holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Sydney College of the Arts, University
of Sydney and a Bachelor of Graphic Design, Sydney Graphics College. Wing
has exhibited nationally and internationally.
This exhibition has developed over many years with Jason spending time
on Country, reconnecting with family and place, creating new work and
exploring the intersection of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. In a
sense this exhibition is about a homecoming, walking in the footsteps of
ancestors and re-connection to family. Wing’s experience of practicing
culture, listening to Country, exploring cultural object making cements
further cultural understanding. Wing’s work challenges audiences and
pushes concepts which will resonate long after you have viewed them.

Friends of the
Manning Regional Art Gallery

Image Credit:
30th anniversary of
the Gallery party
Image courtesy
of Julie Slavin

‘Friends’ is a dynamic group of volunteers committed to supporting and
developing the Gallery and the growth of the visual arts in the Midcoast
region.
As a registered charity and independent, voluntary, not-for-profit
organisation we rely on the generosity of volunteers, sponsors and donors.
‘Friends’ works in conjunction with the Friends Art Fund Trust, administered
by the independent trustees – Dr Philip Walkom Gallery Patron, Paul Stack
Managing Director Stacks Finance and Shane Crellin, Chartered Accountant.
The FOGS Art Fund Trust has Deductible Gift Recipient status and donations
are tax deductible, being used to support the Manning Regional Art Gallery,
the Manning Art Prize and promote the visual arts in our community.
Approximately 80 ‘Friends’ volunteers work at the Gallery, in reception
and retail, unpacking and organising artworks, installing and dismantling
exhibitions, assisting with the organisation of and catering for exhibition
openings.
Would you like to be involved with your Regional Gallery?
Head on over to our new website www.friendsmanningvalley.com.au for
information on how to become a ‘Friend’ and get involved.

The Gallery Shop
Looking for something interesting, beautiful, quirky or locally crafted?
Explore the Gallery Shop and discover our unique range of gifts and
handmade items, focusing on ethical, fair trade and Australian made
products. Our range of cards is the best in the region and we stock books
covering arts, design, special interest and local authors.
There are children’s toys and gifts, puzzles, jewellery and souvenirs.
You are sure to find something you’ll love.
Are you are designer/maker and think your work would sell
in the Gallery Shop?
Contact Jane on 6592 5455 or email
jane.hosking@midcoast.nsw.gov.au

FRI

28

JUN
2019

Time 10.30am
and 12.30pm
Duration 55 mins
no interval

Ticket prices
Adult

$28.00

Concession* $25.00

$20.00

Friends of
the MEC

$20.00

Family 4

Under 18 yrs $18.00

Roald Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes & Dirty Beasts bursts off the page
in a spectacular live show, taking the world’s best-loved fairy tales
and rearranging them with some surprising and hilarious twists.
Frighteningly funny and seriously silly, Roald Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes & Dirty
Beasts is the perfect family entertainment - for children 5 to 105. It delights
and disgusts in equal measures.
Don’t miss this multi-Helpmann Award nominated production penned by the
world’s number one storyteller and from the team that brought you George’s
Marvellous Medicine.
(The production incorporates haze, smoke and strobe effects, loud music)

“ This Dahl delights and revolts. 		
A treat for mums, dads and the littlies.”
THE COURIER-MAIL
“ It’s a rock concert, a Hip Hop film
clip, a fairytale and a favourite
book brought to vivid life,
all rolled into one and all
PG-Rated. Fun that the
whole family will enjoy.”
XS ENTERTAINMENT
Director: Ross Balbuziente
Designer Josh McIntosh
Sound Designer: Guy Webster
Lighting Designer: Jason Glenwright

Custom Tour (fee paying)
Our art educators can tailor a specialised art tour or workshop for your group
or school, to stimulate discussion, create an experience and broaden interest
in the art world. Call our Public Programs Officer on 6592 5455.

* Concession = Pensioners,
Seniors Card Holders and
Student Card Holders

Subscribe to our e-news
Email Ali Haigh, our Public Programs and Education Engagement Officer to
receive a dedicated quarterly email for teachers;
ali.haigh@midcoast.nsw.gov.au
Professional Development opportunities
The Gallery offers professional development for teachers and educators
to facilitate currency under the new NESA requirements. Let us help you
develop and grow your professional capacity in your self prescribed area.
Image courtesy
of Julie Slavin
I wool if you wool,
a public program
exploring all things fibre
@ the Gallery for The
Art of Wool exhibition
presented by The
Woolmark Company
and National Wool
Museum.

Image Credit:

Self guided tour (free)
The Gallery is a great place to bring your group or school for a cultural
experience. Our art educators can support teachers by providing education
kits, activity ideas or discussion topics, relevant to each exhibition. Book a
time for your visit.
Manning Regional Art Gallery is committed to providing high quality
education programs which engage, educate and inform students of all
ages and abilities about art, artists and the Gallery sector.
Illustration by Quentin Blake

Originally co-produced with La Boite Theatre Company. This project has been assisted by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council for the Arts, its arts funding and advisory body. Tour supported by
arTour an initiative of the Queensland Government through Arts Queensland.

Education and Training @ the Gallery
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